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Stand united against the insurgent far right

A

t Trump’s urging at a rally
in Washington, DC on
Wednesday, January 6,
thousands of racists and
fascists carrying confederate flags and
other hate symbols marched and
stormed the Capitol as Congress was
counting the vote for the presidential
election. The scenes of the violent
MAGA mob storming the Capitol are
deeply alarming and show the urgency with which we must organize
against this growing force.
This is only the latest in a long
series of provocations by the militant
and often violent crowds of Trump
supporters, with organized fascists at
the core. From the racist and antiimmigrant Make America Great Again
appeals in Trump’s campaigns, to the
“reopen” protests and associated
Covid conspiracy theories, to the
“Stop the Steal” protests, the far fight
has mobilized throughout the Trump
presidency to create a large, angry
crowd to recruit from.
During the events in DC there
were also threatening marches on
statehouses, including California, New
Mexico, Indiana, and Georgia, where
in Atlanta militia members joined in
the hundred outside the statehouse,
forcing an evacuation of staff. In Topeka, Kansas, protesters broke into the
State Capitol. Outside the statehouse
in Columbus, Ohio, a large group of
Proud Boys joined in with the Trump
supporters, many armed. At one point
they surrounded and violently beat an

anti-fascist protester in the street.
Proud Boys were also among the
crowd of several hundred in Oregon’s
capital, where buildings had to be
shut.
A Trump Coup?
Many are questioning why the
police let this scum into the Capitol so
easily and largely failed to control the
situation. The contrast between the
policing of the Capitol during the Black
Lives Matter rebellion and their conduct on Wednesday could not be
more blatant. This double standard
has a long history in our structurally
racist police forces, who are also
broadly sympathetic to Trump. It is
also well-known that explicitly fascist
groups have infiltrated the police and
the armed forces in the US for years.
Nonetheless, neither the military
nor even the federal police are at the
point of supporting an insurrection
against the state. There have been
lots of commentaries calling this an
attempted coup. Certainly there were
many in this mob (and probably
Trump himself) who would have supported a coup to retain Trump’s rule,
if at all possible. But the problem with
this analysis, as seen from the organization Choose Democracy and others,

is that when they conclude that since
the election will not be overturned in
practical terms, they say everything
is fine, and urge people to go home.
While Trump lacks the institutional support to pull off a coup in
earnest, the rally was a show of force
from Trump loyalists, far right
groups, and fascists as they continue
to organize themselves into a dangerous, coordinated threat unlike
anything we have seen in recent US
history.
Dangerous Signs
A right wing mob gathered in
numbers that overwhelmed the organized left and anti-fascists on the 6th.
While at times they appeared as
buffoons conducting a farcical reenactment of Hitler’s unsuccessful Beer
Hall Putsch, they are a threat we
should take very seriously. A vicious
right of increasing strength can still
be used against BLM demonstrators,
striking workers, and the left.
While the spark for Wednesday’s violence was Trump’s false
claim that he won the election, the
targets of the fascists are much
(Continued on page 6)
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After the Elections, The Fight Continues
Marie Edwards breaks down the 2020 election results, arguing that although we are
elated to see Trump go, the incoming Biden-Harris administration offers no solutions to
the multiple crises we face. Instead, Marie writes, the need for a fighting, independent
left has never been more urgent.

P

eople spontaneously took to
the streets in joyous celebrations on the morning of November 7 as the election was
finally called for Biden. It was as if the
whole country had been holding its
breath as the election returns were
coming in, showing a race with razorthin margins. The morning after election day, a feeling of dread was palpable as Trump seemed to be pulling
ahead, winning Florida and comfortably holding on to states he had previously won. We all exhaled a collective
sigh of relief now that those nightmarish four years are finally behind us.
And yet, the sense of dread is still
there because the question remains:
How was it possible that such a racist,
xenophobic, openly white nationalist
with neofascictic proclivities, a misogynist and quite likely a rapist, a lying,
conniving, thieving, vengeful, narcissistic sociopath with a mean streak,
could get so close to winning another
term? There was also his disastrous
handling of Covid-19 which at this
point has claimed more than a quarter
million lives and some 12 million cases; an economy in free-fall but where
the rich and the ultrarich have increased their wealth by almost another trillion dollars, while the bread lines
are rivaling those of the Great Depression. This was a president who sought
to undo every little bit of vaguely progressive legislation, be it about workers’ rights, the environment, education,
financial rules, while relentlessly seeking to enrich himself and his cronies.
Trump reversed every regulation that
he thought hampered the smooth running of business: almost a hundred environmental rules and regulations
alone were reversed, from clean water
and clean air, to drilling in Alaska. The
2017 tax cuts, the only major piece of
legislation his administration passed,
transferred $10 trillion, most of which

into the pockets of the super wealthy.
However, starting in 2021, as Trump is
leaving office, taxes will go up for
those making between $10 and
$30,000.
The fact is that Biden should have
easily won by a landslide: instead he
just squeaked by. And yet this was a
contest against a Republican incumbent with historically high disapproval,
high unemployment, a declining stock
market on the eve of the election, and a
pandemic that he spent the final weeks
of the campaign conspicuously spreading all the while pretending it was
nothing more than the flu.
Wall Street and most major corporations switched sides as the Trump
presidency was starting to become a
liability for them. But what really lifted
Biden to victory was the mobilization
of hundreds of thousands of activists
around the country who were behind a
massive get-out-the-vote campaign.
The strong revulsion against the sitting
president was a major factor in an election that had the highest turnout in over
a century, at 67% of the eligible electorate. This high turnout was probably
facilitated by extending early voting as
well as making mail-in ballots easily
available in most states.
By the same token, Trump voters
were equally energized and they came
out for him in great numbers. Although
Biden won the popular vote by more
than 6 million, with close to 80 million
voters, Trump increased his tally by
more than 11 million, making it clear
that the message he had successfully
used for the past 4 years was still finding an echo in a great number of people. Biden’s victory was far from a
landslide, leaving it open for Trump to
question the legitimacy of the elections, especially attacking cities such
as Detroit and Philadelphia with a majority black voters. As a result at least
half of Republicans firmly believe the
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election was rigged. More than inflaming his base, Trump is now entrenched
as the new head of Republicanism,
positioning himself for the 2024 election. In so doing, he is able to pull behind him the majority of Republican
lawmakers and talking heads, thereby
silencing any opposition from the moderate rightwing (if there are moderate
Republicans to be found.)
The scariest part of Trump’s legacy however, is his encouragement of
the fascist right on the streets. From
labeling the Charlottesville 2017 Unite
the Right rally as “fine people”, to defending the Kenosha shooter and calling on the Proud Boys to “stand back
and stand by,” the far right is now
proudly parading itself as a pole of
attraction. Though still small enough in
numbers to be defeated by united action, they are growing and have infiltrated the local and state police as well
as the Homeland Security and Border
Patrol agencies. What once lived in the
shadows has brazenly come out into
the open.
Who voted for Trump?
Covid-19 was certainly a major
factor in the elections. Those who
thought it was a major issue voted for
Biden by a large margin. Inversely,
and quite perversely, counties that saw
the most cases of the virus overwhelmingly voted for Trump. While many
pundits define Trump’s base as white
working class, it should be more accurately described as the petty bourgeoisie and lower middle class, those most
precariously balanced in this falling
economy. Indeed, the major concern
for those voters was the economy.
Biden’s commitment to neoliberalism meant he could not convincingly talk in class terms, or promise
union jobs. That left Trump, with his
“America First” and “Open the economy” message, the only one seeming to
champion jobs, even though falsely.

Certainly, not all Trump voters are rabid racists. But it is concerning how
much playing to his base did bring out
significant numbers of (predominantly
white and rural) working class voters.
The Financial Times’ own dissection of the vote may be cause for cautious optimism. According to exit
polls, Trump lost ground with white
voters, and he also lost support among
low income voters but gained with
those making over $100,000 a year.
Biden the only alternative?
The fact that Trump saw his vote
grow by such millions is a real indictment of Biden and the Democrats.
Biden had no message to inspire working people, no solutions offered to the
millions hurting from this multifaceted
crisis, from the unheard levels of unemployment and poverty with no end
in sight, no government relief and no
stimulus package, no taxing the rich.
As far as the long view, Biden
emphatically denied he would entertain
the ideas of a Green New Deal, Medicare for All, police reform, or a fracking ban. He promised his administration would be a smooth continuation of
the same neoliberal policies that have
immiserated a great majority of the
population, here and around the world.
Biden is beholden to the big corporations and monied interests. Wall Street
spent $74 million backing him, and the
stock market soared after the result of
the election became clear. Fossil fuel
industries and healthcare insurance
companies are all happy to back him.
These are the same old and tired policies designed to keep capitalism firmly
at the helm. Clearly, as he promised at
a big donor fundraiser, nothing would
fundamentally change if he were elected. He vowed to get back to working
with Republicans, because as he explained, Trump was an aberration of
history, though we may judge Trump
as being a continuation of much of
American history.
Biden has a record that speaks for
itself thanks to his long years in politics. He started his political life by opposing busing, placing him on the segregationists’ side in Delaware. Kamala
Harris, now the Vice-President elect
made sure to remind him of it in the
primaries. He’s outwardly pro-choice
but he has consistently voted against
federal funding for poor womens’
abortion. His stance on immigration

echoes Obama’s, who was known as
the “deporter in chief.” His support for
anti-worker trade deals, for NATO and
for Israel are all part of his strong, long
-term commitment to strengthening US
imperialism around the world.
To underscore the lack of enthusiasm for Biden, a full 56% voted for
him simply because they could no
longer stomach Trump as President.
This was evident in the down ballot
votes which returned a great many Republican senators and representatives
to Congress. The result will be a congressional dead end for progressive
policies, in what will likely be a BidenMcConnell coalition government—a
scary prospect.
In all respects, Biden stood as the
anti-Bernie candidate. Sanders kept
hammering the same message of taxing the rich to end the profound inequalities in the American system. This
had deep resonance among the millions of his enthusiastic followers. Unfortunately, Sanders quickly pivoted to
fully and uncritically support Biden as
soon as Biden won the primaries. Everyone had to fall in line behind the centrist-right politics of a Biden-Harris
ticket.
Already the attacks against the
left have started, blaming it for the
Democrats’ poor showing. However,
as Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez rightly pointed out in her interview with
the New York Times, the progressive
agenda was popular with voters. Every
candidate who had sponsored Medicare for All kept their seat, even in
swing states, while many who opposed
it lost. And in red states, such as in
Florida, measures such as $15 an hour
passed; marijuana was legalized in
many states including South Dakota
and Montana. Higher taxes on the
wealthy were passed in Arizona to pay
for education, a result of the teachers’
strikes of 2018.
Resistance
Finally, the Trump years gave us
a spirit of resistance from day one. We
saw millions marching for women on
the day after the inauguration. Young
people led anti-gun rallies following
the school shooting in Parkland, Florida, and of course, the most phenomenal Movement for Black Lives. In the
course of thousands of marches
throughout the summer, this movement
accomplished in a short time what ac-
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tivists had been trying to do for many
years: placing the question of defunding the police firmly on the table, demanding that money be spent on the
community instead of this brutally racist policing; bringing down the statues
of glorified slave owners and state confederate flags; and renaming buildings
associated with slavery, forcing distinguished institutions such as Yale and
Harvard to reckon with their past.
Even more impressive was how
the support for Black Lives Matter cut
across racial groups, so much so that in
places white people were making up
the majority of protesters, which numbered over 25 million over those endless weeks of summer. BLM was able
to radically alter the beliefs and sympathies of the majority. At its height,
77% of people agreed that police discriminated against minorities and African Americans in particular.
On the ideological plane, many
people are starting to question the
myths that make up American history.
All the stories told over the centuries
about the heroic fighters of the American Revolution against tyranny, of
achieving the greatest democracy in
the world in this promised land, the
greatest Constitution ever written that
promised life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness, a Supreme Court that sits
above the political fray—all of that is
beginning to fray at the edges. We’re
finally seeing the ugly truth of late-day
capitalism in all its viciousness. And
for many Americans, this is a real moment of reckoning.
A New Political Terrain?
Politically, the terrain in the United States has considerably shifted. No
doubt, we should be alarmed at the
growth of the extreme right. We organize ourselves every time they try to
show up in public and offer as large
and militant a fight-back as we can.
It is also true that the left is growing, though perhaps still weak and
fragmented. Looking back almost a
decade to Occupy Wall Street, we see
the revival of the notion of resistance
for the younger generations. The genius slogan: “We are the 99%” went a
long way in posing the issues in class
terms.
Young people are embracing the
idea of socialism, and little wonder.
(Continued on page 4)

party, be it Labor or social democratic, often acts as a brake
on mass struggle. Not having a reformist party makes US
politics more explosive and unpredictable. While we would
be better off if we had one in the United States, we are certainly not advocating that the left concentrate on building
such a reformist party, which historically arises out of
working class upsurges.
We don’t have the time to wait for such developments.
We need to get involved in the struggles that will take
place around us. We’re already arguing with people who
are asking us to give Biden a chance. But at this time it is
crucial that Black Lives Matter and other movements that
have transformed ideas and brought people into the streets
continue. Within these movements we also need to build a
revolutionary organization that is actively involved in the
movements and can bring socialist politics and strategy to
large numbers of people fighting for change. Marx21 is
engaged in building such an organization and we invite like
minded socialists and activists to join us.
We don’t know what the future struggles will be, but
we know they will happen. We have such a confluence of
crises at the moment that we’re sitting on a powder keg.
We know that neoliberalism offers no solution. In fact
we argue that we can trace a line from the eight years of
dashed hopes under Obama to the vileness and ugliness
that is Trump. Unfortunately, Biden promises more of the
same. If we have four more years of failure to address the
profound inequities in our society, we might see Trump
again in 2024, or worse, someone much more competent
than him. And that’s a very scary prospect.
The small but dangerous far-right groups that grew
under Trump can keep growing under Biden unless they
are opposed in the street. Even if they have lost some of
their direct ties to the government, the threat of fascism has
not gone away. One of our tasks under Biden is to build
broad ongoing coalitions with the majority of people opposed to fascism to keep this from happening.
At the same time, socialists need to build an independent organization that fights for an alternative to what is on
offer from either Trump or Biden. In this, we are in a better
position fighting against a Democratic administration than
we were against a Republican—as long as we keep
fighting.

(Continued from page 3)

With a bleak future ahead, they are facing multiple crises
on an unprecedented scale: unemployment rivaling the
highest peak of the 2008 crisis, an environment that is
wreaking havoc on the planet and endangering the very
future of all life, a pandemic that has paralyzed the whole
world with the anxiety of possibly more pandemics on their
way. More than half of Gen-Z and millennials would prefer
to live in a socialist society over a capitalist one, according
to a 2019 Harris poll and many others.
Bernie Sanders’ two campaigns got young people involved in politics, albeit still of an electoral bend. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and the Squad in Congress scored some
good points, though unfortunately have not accomplished
much in that milieu.
The Democratic Socialists of America’s phenomenal
growth, reaching some 80,000 members, is one part of a
broader leftward movement. However, they have not
moved much from their electoral focus. While they held
true to the 2019 convention vote to not endorse any other
Democrat for president if Bernie lost, and a few individual
chapters even endorsed Howie Hawkins’ independent leftwing campaign through the Green Party, several nationallevel DSA leaders still tried to rally support for Biden individually. There are important strategic debates currently
taking place within the DSA and on the wider left about the
role of socialists in elections, and whether the Democratic
Party can be taken over from within—something
that Marx21 argues is both strategically limited and ultimately impossible.
The left and the elections
As socialists, we understand that political struggle
takes place outside the electoral arena. It is only when protesters take on the system in a fundamental way that we see
change being enacted. Examples abound. Under Richard
Nixon’s presidency—one of the most right-wing administrations up to that point—a mass movement demanding
abortion rights led to the passage of Roe v Wade. Pressure
from the nascent environmental movement also led to Nixon setting up the Environmental Protection Agency. Looking back to the 1930s, it was not some gracious and charitable tendency in Franklin Roosevelt’s Democratic Party,
but militant strikes, anti-eviction organizing and unemployed workers’ movements that forced “the best friend the
profit system ever had” to introduce a sweeping New Deal.
Because so much of the left sees no other avenues to
reform the system besides electoralism, Sanders, AOC and
their supporters have no choice but to vote for Biden as the
lesser evil.
We know that crises will lead to struggle. We have
seen mass movements erupt but then seeming to go nowhere, or worse, buried in the Democratic Party. Demonstrations this summer often wrapped up with speeches for
people to get out and vote. Vote for whom? The question is
never properly answered because the two-party system just
flips back and forth between the two faces of capitalism.
Unfortunately, the US working class has no political
party of its own to help pose these struggles in class terms.
This makes it easier to look to the capitalist party of the
Democrats as a lesser evil. On the other hand, a reformist

Marx21 is an organization of revolutionary socialists
across the United States. We stand in the tradition
of socialism from below: the idea that workers can
only emancipate themselves through their own
struggles. Marx21 is connected to other likeminded socialist groups
around the world in the
International Socialist
Tendency. Visit our website to learn more and get
involved. Marx21us.org
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Masses of Militant farmers protest on the
streets of India, pushing aside police

F

armers’ protests continuing
across India have been a massive blow to the governing
hard right BJP party.
This comes on top of a general
strike by 250 million Indian workers in
November, despite the ruling BJP’s
attempt to whip up Islamophobia into a
frenzy and divide workers.
Prime minister Narendra Modi,
despite his massive parliamentary majority, now looks vulnerable—and
more militant protests could fracture
his right wing support base.
The farmers’ protests have been
immense, with organizers claiming that
100,000 tractors and other farm vehicles made it into New Delhi on Tuesday, January 26th.
But it was the tractor drivers’ determination to defy police barricades—
and even the heavy vehicles parked
deliberately to block their path—that
really scared the right.
The widely shared image of two
tractors, and dozens of protesters,
crashing a parked police bus out their
way will doubtless have terrified them.
And protesters’ successful assault on
the Red Fort in the heart of Old Delhi
will be a reminder of what power people have when they act collectively.
Reforms
Modi wants to push through free
market reforms in agriculture that will
allow big business to squeeze the poor
for profit. This will result in the destruction of millions of small farmers
and landless laborers, who have
pledged a fight to the death.
Tens of thousands of protesters
have blocked main roads into the capital New Delhi since the beginning of
December. Barricade camps on main
highways into the city have been inundated with food, medicines and other
supplies pouring in from across India
and from the Indian diaspora in the
US, Canada, and Britain.
In mid-January, India’s most
powerful judges, fearful that farmer’s’
protests could trigger a far wider revolt
against the government, decided to
temporarily suspend the implementation of the new laws. They set up a

commission, chosen from their own
ranks, to investigate the issue. This is
not a victory, but an attempt to demobilize the movement. But Farmers’
leaders were quick to declare the move
a politically motivated “trick.”
The government then moved from
demobilization to repression, and the
movement still pushed forwards, literally thru police barricades.
Who’s Violence?
It is a problem that much of the
left in India moved quickly to disassociate itself from “condemnable acts”
which, they claim, “hurt the movement.” The mass Communist Party of
India (Marxist) issued a statement to
“dissociate ourselves from all such
elements that have violated our discipline.” “We appeal strongly to everyone to stick to the route and norms of
the parade,” the party said. It called on
protesters to “not indulge in any violent action or anything that taints national symbols and dignity”.
But it was the cops that drove the
violence. It was them that blocked
even agreed routes into the center of
the city. And they were the ones who
launched tear gas grenades and baton

charges at unarmed protesters. The
single death that resulted was on the
side of the farmers, not the police.
So, the left should ask itself two
questions.
First, would it have been better if
the farmers, when faced with police
violence, had simply turned back? It
would have sent a message to all others
under government attack that resistance is futile because the state is
too strong. And it would have surely
signaled to the state that its use of violence gets results, inviting more.
Second, who gets to define violence? The police, the right-wing press,
and mainstream politicians can all
agree on the violence of the protesters.
But where are they when thousands of
farmers kill themselves every year because they can no longer live with the
burden of debt and starvation? Aren’t
the Farm Acts themselves violent?
Farmers say that this is going to
be a “fight to the death” and have
evoked the spirit of the movement that
finally drove the British out of India in
1947. If this combines with the massive workers unrest, it could be the
straw that breaks Modi’s back.

EYEWITNESS REPORT FROM NEW DELHI:
On the day of the protest public transport was cancelled and large number
of buses were sequestered from the transit authority by the Delhi police.
The buses were then used as barricades to block roads and large highways
in and into the city.
The working poor were kept out of town or in Old Delhi.

But despite Modi’s massive parliamentary majority, his ability to reshape
agriculture for the free market was brought to a grinding halt. The farmers,
and most of their leaders, have kept firm and mobilized.
The state siege was broken by men and women on thousands of tractors,
with trailers loaded with supporters. They drove through three key junctions
on Delhi’s outer and inner ring roads.
There were also 100,000 more supporters marching with them.
The famous Red Fort was where crack police teams decided to pound and
ambush the farmers. They failed miserably and then the roads were pushed
open by the tractors across the northerly and western parts of the city.
Delhi was theirs.

(From an eyewitness report sent in to the British Socialist Worker.)
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Stand against the far right (continued from page 1)
broader, including the recent anti-racist
rebellion, the entire BLM movement,
women’s bodily autonomy, LGBTQ+ people, labor unions and the organized working class.
Fascism
Fascism is a movement of despair, a
movement primarily of the middle classes
as they are squeezed in times of crisis and
see no collective way of fighting back to
improve their economic conditions. We
saw this throughout 2020 as the mostly
middle class far right supporters demonstrated to “re-open” businesses, which
would put workers most at risk. At the
same time, workers protested and went
on strike for safer conditions. These antilockdown protests, under the economic
crisis and hardship of the pandemic,
helped bolster support for the far right. As
the government rams through more austerity measures to cope with the pandemic’s economic fallout, more people
could turn to the kinds of right wing solutions Trump’s presidency offered, or
worse.
Since the economic recession of 2008,
the right’s rise in the US has been
matched or surpassed by the left’s. Occupy Wall Street, the movement against
bank bailouts and systemic inequality,
seemed to overwhelm the Republican
Party’s insurgent right wing Tea Party
movement. Soon after we saw the rise of
the BLM movement following the 2013
police murder of Trayvon Martin, reexploding this year, and also the rapid
growth of the Democratic Socialists of
America.
Since the attempt to “Unite the Right”
in Charlottesville, Virginia in 2017, mobilizations by the far right have often been
countered when the left and dedicated
anti-fascists have mobilized against them.
But the scale of recent anti-lockdown protests, “Stop the Steal,” and the events in
DC require an active response much bigger than the usual actors on the left. This
latest spectacle has horrified the majority
of the US.

A left response
The left must counteract this rightwing force with the broadest possible unity of all anti-racists—regardless of whether they voted for Biden or not. This kind of
united movement can push back the far
right. To do this, we must strive to unite
the millions of people the Bernie Sanders
campaigns invigorated, the thousands
who have recently joined the Democratic
Socialists of America, the estimated 26
million people who took part in the antiracist rebellion last year, and all people
who consider themselves anti-racist and
anti-fascist.
This means countering arguments
from some of Trump’s liberal opponents
that confronting the far right is counterproductive and they are better left ignored, as well as those who want to limit
anti-fascism to the far left by excluding
mainstream organizations. Marx21 members are active in local and national coalitions arguing to build this kind of broad
anti-fascist resistance, and international
campaigns like World Against Racism, a
global network holding marches, rallies,
and actions against racism and fascism on
March 20 and 21, the UN day for the elimination of racial discrimination. This kind
of coordinated international effort can
help galvanize the anti-fascist majority.
Fascism cannot be beaten back at the
ballot box alone, but by mass demonstrations in the streets to stop them anywhere
and anytime they appear. The participation of those who want to ‘preserve our
democracy’ and ‘protect the vote’ in the
fight against the right is a welcome sign,
but we cannot be limited to this. The far
right grows in influence when it is the only
force making arguments against and offering solutions to the status quo.
Broad unity against the far right has
never been more urgent, but this alone
will not resolve the fascist threat. While
building a broad mass movement, socialists also need to strengthen the anticapitalist left that can explain and eradicate the roots of racist and fascist despair
altogether.

Republicans and Democrats
The events in DC reveal a battle for
the rotten heart of the Republican Party.
Many of those who were part of the Tea
Party movement or around Trump want to
align with parts of the non-state far right
to create a hybrid right party on the model of the German AfD, or even Le Pen in
France’s National Rally, with contempt for
representative democracy and containing
influential fascist elements. The rampaging Trump supporters in DC are used for
that project. In the aftermath of the invasion of the Capitol, many of Trump’s enablers are jumping ship. However, the other side of this battle (Republicans standing
for a “smooth transition of power”) are
not progressive allies, but also support
business interests, attacks on the working
class, and are ready to use racism, sexism
and Christian fundamentalism to help
them retain power and restore an exploitive “stability.”
Biden and Harris are also part of the
problem. The disregard of the ruling class
for the poor in the US is the problem. The
1% have further enriched themselves during the pandemic as workers and the poor
have been plunged into uncertainty and
hardship. They campaigned against Medicare For All and are suing people for medical expenses accumulated for Covid-19
treatment and hospitalization. This kind of
barbarism from the top is what strengthens fascists and the far right. A return to
business as usual under Biden and Harris
is not an answer.
The solutions lie outside of the state
mechanisms. The police and the state are
built to support the ruling class and are
infiltrated by fascists. The Democratic Party establishment, “moderate Republicans,”
and the so-called political center are the
cause—not the cure. The political center is
rotten. It dishes out austerity and misery
for millions. Capitalism breeds fascism and
racism and the left’s response needs to be
that another world is possible. Now is the
time to mobilize against fascism, but also
to build a fighting anti-capitalist left for
the struggles that lie ahead.

Marx21 Reading Group on “Fascism & Fighting the Far Right Today” Feb.—March 2021. see Marx21us.org
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shine a light on Amazon’s poor treatment of his colleagues still working in the warehouses.
Labor struggles are continual steps forward and
arise across locations and job functions. While Amazon is notoriously anti-union, it does partner with
UPS, the largest single employer of Teamsters in the
country. The Teamsters Local 804, who was out at
Hunts Point to support the Local 202, represents New
York members who sort, transport and deliver UPS
packages. These workers’ struggles and others are distant but interconnected and influence each other and
the broader labor movement.
On Friday, January 22, the discussions continued
between the Local 202 and market management. And,
by Friday evening, the parties had reached a tentative
agreement. On Saturday morning, around 10:15 am, I
followed hundreds of cheering workers into the market as they went to vote, sign and ratify their threeyear contract. The final result was 97% of workers
voting in favor of the new agreement. While the newly
ratified contract does not immediately include the
$1.00 per hour raise they fought for, it does represent
the largest wage increase they’ve received in the history of the union there. The final three-year contract includes a minimum 70-cent-per-hour raise for all warehouse workers and drivers in the first year, going up to
1.85 in the third year of the agreement, and they protected their health benefits and pensions. Workers
will also be receiving 8 sick days, instead of a floating
holiday. These workers fought hard for this victory by
walking out on the 32 cent counter offer they were
first offered, standing up for themselves amidst their
management and the police coming down on them,
while inspiring the community around them with their
fortitude. Their result shows the power that numbers
of workers have when they fight hard and rally support for what they believe in.

(Hunt’s Point, continued from page 8)

from the DSA, South Bronx Mutual Aid, and locally
elected politicians, including Alexandria OcasioCortez and Amanda Septino, who rallied community
support. Some workers huddled around small fires at
the back of the lot. A tractor-trailer pulled into the
market every so often, nothing like the typical volume
of trucks on Thursday nights. Workers mentioned to
me how they sent rail cars stacked with produce back
to Ohio the night before. And how truckers continued
to halt their deliveries to the market in support of the
strike.
Rallied by the union leadership and supported by
communities in New York, these workers fought for
the distance, carrying a long history of family ties, tradition, and organizing into this struggle. The Local
202 has been transporting fresh produce for over 100
years, going back to horse-drawn carts in the streets
now known as Tribeca. These workers are accustomed
to harsh working conditions and going without. A
worker described the work today as more mechanized,
physically demanding, lifting and pulling boxes of
produce all day, with little space to social distance. I
met workers who had put 20, 30, and even 40+ years
in the job. They were not about to give in for what
they have worked so hard for.
While the market communicated on social media
that it remained open, it was effectively closed all
week. The work stoppage undoubtedly dealt a considerable blow to its operations. One worker described
that operations were likely severely backed up with
rotting produce and inexperienced replacement workers unable to keep up with the pace. The irony is that
while the management declined the union’s demand
for a fair wage and benefits, it hired private security as
well as partnering with the NYPD to avoid disruptions
in incoming deliveries. On Martin Luther King Day,
the NYPD arrested several strikers for blocking trucks entering the market. Daniel Kane
Jr, President of Local 202, commented, “they
can use riot cops to get trucks into the market, but the workers they need to unload the
trucks are still on the picket line. We will stay
on strike until these employers pay their
workers the essential wage they deserve.”
Seeing the solidarity across Teamsters’
members at a warehouse strike reminded me
of the protests in recent years at Amazon’s
JFK8 warehouse situated at the opposite end
of the city on Staten Island. In April 2020,
Chris Smalls, a former Amazon worker, was
fired from JFK8 for calling out Amazon for
downplaying its Coronavirus cases and not
providing its warehouse workers with PPE
and safety precautions. Smalls continues to
Photo: Hunts Point Strike © Brett Wallace 2021
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f you have ever eaten fresh
produce in the New York area, it
most likely came through Hunts
Point. The Hunts Point Produce
Market is the largest globally, serving about 60% of the fresh produce to
restaurants and grocery stores in the
New York area. The market, an industrial distribution hub based in the
Bronx and a critical lifeline of fresh
food to the city, remained open
through the pandemic. This past week
it was shut down for seven days after
Local 202 unionized warehouse
workers walked off their jobs on
Sunday, January 17, when contract
negotiations with management broke
down.
Workers were striking for an
increase of $1.60 – a dollar per hour
wage increase and an additional 60
cents in health benefits. While contract negotiations over wages and
benefits are typical, the last strike at
the market was in 1986, 35 years ago.
Some of the strikers can recall memories from it. Throughout this past
week, workers and organizations
worldwide watched workers fight for
the respect and dignity they deserve
after working through the worst pandemic in our lifetime. I learned from one worker that COVID-19 infected 400 of his co-workers, six of whom had died.
He described coming into work one night and seeing a
picture hanging on the wall of a co-worker who died
over the weekend from the virus. These workers’ experience working through the pandemic stands in stark
contrast to the meager 32-cent counter-offer they received from management.
On Thursday evening, day five of the strike, the
energy, optimism, and support for and amongst the
workers remained palpable, despite the cold winter
temperatures and not knowing where things might
end. Workers huddled and conversed in small groups
behind the picket line, many with Local 202 union
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signs hanging from their jackets and safety vests. The
Local 804 Teamsters, representing UPS drivers in
New York, were out in full support of the Local 202,
including Teamsters from New England. I observed
strikers arriving at the lot like any other workday and
signing in to work their regular shifts behind the picket line. By 8 pm, the graveyard shift had come, and the
group quadrupled in size. Next to the sign-in line,
there was a grill and a large table of food provisions.
The food, drinks, hand warmers, and incoming pizza
deliveries were all donated, signifying how these
workers have inspired a community around them in
their struggle. The strike had considerable support
(Continued on page 7)
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